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CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS 

Application Date:  March 29, 2017   

Applicant: Charles Long, owner 

Property: 1124 E 14
th
 St, Lot 6, Block 118, North Norhill Subdivision. The property includes a historic  1,144 

square foot, one-story wood frame single-family residence and a detached garage situated on a 
5,200 square foot (50' x 104') interior lot. 

Significance: Contributing Bungalow residence, constructed circa 1926, located in the Norhill Historic District.  

Proposal: Alteration – Windows Deferral 

The applicant requests approval to replace 15 original 1/1 double-hung wood windows.  
Replacement windows would be new 1/1 double-hung wood windows to fit the existing openings. 
Two additional historic windows on the rear elevation do not require HAHC approval. 

The HAHC deferred the application at the April 2017 meeting, and requested the applicant obtain 
a quote to repair the historic windows. The applicant received one quote of $24,400 to repair the 
windows. Please see p. 25 for cost itemization.  

Staff spoke with the contractor who provided the repair quote to the applicant, who stated that the 
$8,370 for “deep sand and paint all windows, sills, and brick molding” is a cost associated with the 
ordinary maintenance of historic windows and the surrounds regardless of condition. Therefore, 
this cost does not directly relate to the costs associated with the maintenance and repair of these 
windows exclusively, and is not an inflated price due to their existing condition. Further, the 
applicant states that the estimated cost for 17 new windows (two of which are not under HPO 
purview), including a $150 installation fee per window, will total approximately $12,100. However, 
the quote provided to staff does not reference a $150 installation fee, nor does it include the cost 
to paint the windows (the windows are sold with a primed exterior). The consulted contractor 
stated that the installation and painting of new windows traditionally costs approximately $400 per 
window. Therefore, staff estimates the cost of 17 new windows, including painting and installation, 
to be approximately $19,000.  

Staff made a site visit to the property in April to inspect the windows. Staff’s assessment of each 
window is keyed to the applicant’s photographs on p. 6-20 and in an assessment chart on p. 24. 
Approximately 9 of the windows have damaged components that would benefit from either repair 
or replacement. However, rather than replacing the historic windows in their entirety, staff finds 
the repair or replacement of individual rails, stiles, and, in the case of window D, possibly 
replacing a sash to be more appropriate. In cases where an entire sash is in need of replacement, 
the applicant should install a salvage sash or if necessary, a new ‘sash pack’ within the existing 
jambs. 

See enclosed application materials and detailed project description on p. 5-25 for further details. 

Public Comment: No public comment received.  

Civic Association: No comment received.  

Recommendation: Denial - does not satisfy criteria 1, 4, or 9.  

HAHC Action: Denied 
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APPROVAL CRITERIA 

ALTERATIONS, REHABILITATIONS, RESTORATIONS AND ADDITIONS 

Sec. 33-241: HAHC shall issue a certificate of appropriateness for the alteration, rehabilitation, restoration or addition of 
an exterior feature of (i) any landmark, (ii) protected landmark, (iii) any building, structure or object that is part of an 
archaeological site, or (iv) contributing building in a historic district upon finding that the application satisfies the following 
criteria, as applicable: 

 S    D   NA  S - satisfies     D - does not satisfy     NA - not applicable 

       (1) The proposed activity must retain and preserve the historical character of the property; 
Replacing original windows that are not damaged beyond repair with new windows does not retain 
or preserve the historical character of the property. Original windows are character defining 
features of historic properties, and are more durable than new window material. Historic windows 
were also built of component parts, which allows for repair/replacement of specific components 
rather than the entire window. 

       (2) The proposed activity must contribute to the continued availability of the property for a 
contemporary use; 

       (3) The proposed activity must recognize the building, structure, object or site as a product of its own 
time and avoid alterations that seek to create an earlier or later appearance; 

       (4) The proposed activity must preserve the distinguishing qualities or character of the building, 
structure, object or site and its environment; 
Replacing original windows that are not damaged beyond repair with new windows does not 
preserve the distinguishing qualities or character of the building. The density and durability of the 
wood used to construct historic windows results in a prolonged lifespan unmatched by new 
window materials. Historic windows should be retained and components repaired/replaced 
piecemeal when necessary.  

       (5) The proposed activity must maintain or replicate distinctive stylistic exterior features or examples 
of skilled craftsmanship that characterize the building, structure, object or site; 

       (6) New materials to be used for any exterior feature excluding what is visible from public alleys must 
be visually compatible with, but not necessarily the same as, the materials being replaced in form, 
design, texture, dimension and scale; 

       (7) The proposed replacement of missing exterior features, if any, should be based on an accurate 
duplication of features, substantiated by available historical, physical or pictorial evidence, where 
that evidence is available, rather than on conjectural designs or the availability of different 
architectural elements from other structures; 

       (8) Proposed additions or alterations must be done in a manner that, if removed in the future, would 
leave unimpaired the essential form and integrity of the building, structure, object or site; 

       (9) The proposed design for any exterior alterations or addition must not destroy significant historical, 
architectural, archaeological or cultural material, including but not limited to siding, windows, doors 
and porch elements; 
Replacing original windows that are not damaged beyond repair destroys significant historical and 
architectural material. Rather than replacing the historic windows in their entirety, staff finds the 
replacement of individual rails, stiles, and, in some cases, entire sashes, to be more appropriate. 
In cases where an entire sash is in need of replacement, the applicant should install a salvage 
sash or if necessary, a new ‘sash pack’ within the existing jambs 
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       (10) The proposed alteration or addition must be compatible with the massing, size, scale material and 
character of the property and the context area; and 

       (11) The distance from the property line to the front and side walls, porches, and exterior features of 
any proposed addition or alteration must be compatible with the distance to the property line of 
similar elements of existing contributing structures in the context area.  
 

STAFF COMMENT ON HISTORIC WINDOWS 

Historic windows were made with old-growth wood, which is more durable and dense than new window material, 
whether wood or vinyl. Additionally, historic windows were built using component parts, which allows for repair, 
when necessary, without installing an entirely new window. If a rail, stile, sash, etc. becomes damaged, it can be 
repaired or replaced without significant loss of historic material. Components with small amounts of damage or rot 
can often be patched with epoxy/wood fillers and other similar products. New windows are not built using 
component parts, and must be replaced in their entirety when damaged. Reconditioned historic windows can last 
for decades more, whereas the lifespan of new windows is generally less than 20 years. Even if the cost of repair 
for historic windows exceeds the cost of replacement, the long-term costs will be higher due to the lesser quality 
and lifespan of new windows. 

The applicant provided one cost estimate for repair, which includes $8,370 for sanding and painting all windows, 
sills, and brick molding.  This is a cost associated with the ordinary maintenance of historic windows and the 
surrounds regardless of condition. Therefore, this cost does not directly relate to the costs associated with the 
specific repair needs of these windows.  

Approximately 8 of the windows have damaged components that would benefit from either repair or replacement. 
The remaining windows are painted shut and have cut cords. As such, none of the windows appear to be in need 
of complete replacement. Rather than replacing the historic windows in their entirety, staff finds the repair or 
replacement of individual rails, stiles, and, in the case of window D, possibly replacing a sash to be more 
appropriate. In cases where an entire sash is in need of replacement, the applicant could install a salvaged sash; 
or, if both sashes must be replaced, the applicant could install a new sash pack within the existing jambs and sills.  
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PROPERTY LOCATION  

NORHILL HISTORIC DISTRICT 

  

  

N 

1124 E 14th  
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CURRENT PHOTO  
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WINDOW / DOOR SCHEDULE 

 

E 14th Street 

 

  

N 
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APPLICANT PHOTOS  

WINDOW A – WEST (SIDE) ELEVATION  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Condition/Damage Painted Shut Cords Needs replacement

Bottom rail of the bottom sash has some damage/rot. Top left joint is 

split. Left stile is rotted through. Sashes painted shut. Sash cords 

have been cut. Yes Cut

No-Staff recommends repair/replace bottom rail 

of bottom sash and left stile; replace cords; cut 

through paint with putty knife
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WINDOW B – WEST (SIDE) ELEVATION 

 

  

Condition/Damage Painted Shut Cords Needs replacement

The bottom rail of the bottom sash and the top rail of the top sash 

have some damage/rot and are pulling away from the glass. Yes Cut

No-repair/replace the bottom rail of the bottom 

sash; patch bottom rail of top sash; replace 

cords; cut paint
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WINDOW C – WEST (SIDE) ELEVATION 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Condition/Damage Painted Shut Cords Needs replacement

Left stile is soft towards the bottom. Flaking paint Yes Cut

No- repair/patch left stile; replace cords; cut 

paint
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WINDOW D – WEST (SIDE) ELEVATION 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Condition/Damage Painted Shut Cords Needs replacement

Window shows evidence of previous repair (bondo) on bottom rail and 

right stile of bottom sash. Bottom rail of the top sash has some 

damage/rot. Yes Cut

No- replace bottom rail of bottom sash and right 

stile; replace cords, cut paint; possible replace 

bottom sash if more damage present
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WINDOW E – WEST (SIDE) ELEVATION 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Condition/Damage Painted Shut Cords Needs replacement

Sashes have bubbling paint - signs of potential water infiltration; 

bottom rail of top sash showing signs of rot Yes Cut

No - sand and repaint; replace bottom rail of top 

sash; new cords; cut paint
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WINDOW F – FRONT FACING E 14TH  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Condition/Damage Painted Shut Cords Needs replacement

Window shows some evidence of repair. Bottom rail of the top and 

bottom sashes have some damage/rot.glass slipping out of place on 

bottom sash. Yes Cut

No- patch bottom rails of of bottom sash' replace 

bottom rail of top sash; new putty and refit 

glazing; new cords; cut paint
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WINDOW G – FRONT FACING E 14TH  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Condition/Damage Painted Shut Cords Needs replacement

Left stile of the top sash has some damage/rot.    Yes Cut No-patch left stile; new cords; cut paint
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WINDOW H – FRONT FACING E 14TH  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Condition/Damage Painted Shut Cords Needs replacement

Sashes are painted shut. Windows do not close properly/rails not 

meeting where they should. Yes Cut No - new cords; cut paint; sand and refinish
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WINDOW I – FRONT FACING E 14TH  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Condition/Damage Painted Shut Cords Needs replacement

Sashes are painted shut. Windows do not close properly/ rails not 

meeting where they should, although this potentially will be remedied 

when the sashes are unstuck from the paint. Yes Cut No-new cords; cut paint; sand and refinish
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WINDOW J – EAST (SIDE) ELEVATION 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Condition/Damage Painted Shut Cords Needs replacement

Sashes are painted shut. Glass slding out of place. Yes Cut

No-new cords; cut paint; sand and refinish; new 

putty and refit glazing
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WINDOW K – EAST (SIDE) ELEVATION 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Condition/Damage Painted Shut Cords Needs replacement

The bottom rail of the bottom sash has some damage/rot. Soft right 

stile bottom sash. Yes Cut No-patch stile and rail; new cords; cut paint 
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WINDOW L – EAST (SIDE) ELEVATION 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Condition/Damage Painted Shut Cords Needs replacement

Sashes are painted shut. Yes Cut No - new cords; cut paint; sand and refinish
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WINDOW M – EAST (SIDE) ELEVATION 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Condition/Damage Painted Shut Cords Needs replacement

Windows do not close properly/ rails not meeting where they should. 

Top sash has soft stiles. Glass bottom rail slid out of place. Yes In tact

No - cut paint; patch stiles; new putty and refit 

glazing; sand and refinish
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WINDOW N – EAST (SIDE) ELEVATION 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Condition/Damage Painted Shut Cords Needs replacement

Sashes painted shut. Yes Cut No - new cords; cut paint; sand and refinish
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WINDOW O – EAST (SIDE) ELEVATION  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Condition/Damage Painted Shut Cords Needs replacement

Sashes painted shut. Yes In tact No -  cut paint; sand and refinish
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APPLICANT PHOTOS – ELEVATIONS 

NORTH ELEVATION – FRONT FACING E 14TH  

 

WEST (SIDE) ELEVATION 
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EAST (SIDE) ELEVATION 
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STAFF ASSESSMENT CHART 

 

*All windows are painted shut and have cut sash cords.  

WINDOW 

KEY Condition/Damage Needs replacement

A

Bottom rail of the bottom sash has some damage/rot. Top left joint is 

split. Left stile is rotted through. Sashes painted shut. Sash cords 

have been cut.

No-Staff recommends repair/replace bottom rail 

of bottom sash and left stile

B
The bottom rail of the bottom sash and the top rail of the top sash 

have some damage/rot and are pulling away from the glass.

No-repair/replace the bottom rail of the bottom 

sash; patch bottom rail of top sash

C Left stile is soft towards the bottom. Flaking paint No- repair/patch left stile

D

Window shows evidence of previous repair (bondo) on bottom rail and 

right stile of bottom sash. Bottom rail of the top sash has some 

damage/rot.

No- replace bottom rail of bottom sash and right 

stile; possible replace bottom sash if more 

damage present

E
Sashes have bubbling paint - signs of potential water infiltration; 

bottom rail of top sash showing signs of rot No - replace bottom rail of top sash

F

Window shows some evidence of repair. Bottom rail of the top and 

bottom sashes have some damage/rot.glass slipping out of place on 

bottom sash.

No- patch bottom rails of of bottom sash' replace 

bottom rail of top sash; new putty and refit 

glazing

G Left stile of the top sash has some damage/rot.    No-patch left stile

H
Sashes are painted shut. Windows do not close properly/rails not 

meeting where they should. No 

I

Sashes are painted shut. Windows do not close properly/ rails not 

meeting where they should, although this potentially will be remedied 

when the sashes are unstuck from the paint. No

J Sashes are painted shut. Glass slding out of place.

No-new cords; cut paint; sand and refinish; new 

putty and refit glazing

K
The bottom rail of the bottom sash has some damage/rot. Soft right 

stile bottom sash. No-patch stile and rail 

L Sashes are painted shut. No

M
Windows do not close properly/ rails not meeting where they should. 

Top sash has soft stiles. Glass bottom rail slid out of place. No -  patch stiles; new putty and refit glazing

N Sashes painted shut. No

O Sashes painted shut. No 
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REPAIR ESTIMATE  
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ATTACHMENT A 
 


